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The Adventures of Evelyn Penrose
Part 1 - Maitre Sourcier &Witch
by Nick Haywood
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members of this Society. She spent her
life travelling the World in the cause
of dowsing, demonstrating almost
magical powers, while facing many
hardships and real threats to her !ife.
ln her time, the application of dowsing
was more narrowly focussed, and
her speciality was dowsing for water
and minerals, including oil, gold and
silver. She wrote about some of her
experiences in this Journa!. Intrigued, I

later tracked down her autobiography,
"Adventure Unlimited", published
in 1958, a collection of her amazing
dowsing experiences. Although difficult
to condense a life so fully lived, I shall
try to do so over two articles and
thereby highlight the wonders of human
potential.

Evelyn was born in Cornwall to a family

of means. She describes a county then
full of folklore and distrust of outsiders.
She considered it auspicious to have been

born on lizlidsummer's day, for which the
fairies marked here out for ".. .great fairy

things". Her mother came from Worcester
and had no time for fairies, but her father,

was Cornish and dowsed as a hobby. He
"... was a big powerful man and always

used a think, strong divining rod ffresh hazel

or willow forked stickl and I have often
seen the rod skin the bark off itself and

sometimes twist itself into a sort of rope

[sic] in his hands, but nothing in the world
would stop it turning." He encouraged
her dowsing, but sadly he died before he

could impad much of his knowledge to his

daughter. ln her opinion dowsing was a

'gift", '... no amount of study or practice

would make [someone] a diviner". Perhaps

a view not commonly held today, but I

believe that she was talking about dowsing
at a very much deeper level of ability than
many can ever reach. ln her family the
ability to dowse was apparently genetic,

her grandmother had possessed it. Evelyn

claimed that "The gift generally goes from
father to daughter and mother to son".
lnterestingly no mention is made of her older

sister's ability to dowse.
After completing finishing school

in Belgium, she moved, with her
mother, to Guernsey. She kept
bees at the time, despite opposition
from the locals who "... regarded
them as devils and believe that an

evil spirit lives in each hive which
can drive out the bees and attack
their prize cows". She noticed, that
the hives that were the strongest
". . . were always over a stream of
underground water. I then made
a divining survey... and put as
many hives as possible over the
underground streams. The results

were invariably good." "[]... found
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life in the Channel lslands of
absorbing interest". She notes that "lVany

of the old houses have small iron seats fixed

to the chimneys outside, so that the witches
can rest during their nocturnal flights
instead of coming down the chimneys into

the house to find one." And "ghosts were
plentiful, especially animal ghosts which
haunted old houses and leafy lanes, and
were usually the forerunners of disaster."

Following her mother's death, Evelyn

was keen to explore North America. lt

was in California that she had her first

experience of oil divining. Through her family

connections, she had the opportunity to
dowse several live oilfields, and discovered
that she could obtain a strong reaction with
her rod. She noted that "... oil divining has

a very severe and exhausting effect on the
diviner. Often, when I have been testing
an area for oil, especially when it has been
there in payable quantities, I would do a

most dramatic stage fall and everything

would black out". She says later that
"Divining for water can be very tiring, ....
But divining for oil is no joke.. [and] the gift

of divining for water ... and for oil are two
entirely different things. " She described
the effect of underground gas, "... I was
suddenly nearly thrown off my feet. My rod
worked in violent jerks, sometimes up and
sometimes down. ljumped and turned
and twisted like someone demented....
It seemed impossible to get away from
whatever was affecting me" and afterwards,

she ". . . was attacked by violent nausea and
a blinding headache." Reflecting on these
violent reactions, she mused "... whether
the ill-effects on diviners when seeking
oil is Nature taking here revenge for their
interreference in her work which she carries

on secretly in the earth."
With practice, Evelyn gained the ability to

point to the direction of the oil-fields from
some considerable distance. "[]...could find
a mineral field eleven miles away merely by
using my bare hands." "Though hills might
interrupt the view, they could not cut out
the pull from the oi|...". She accepted the
current explanation for dowsing as being
due to "emanations", or waves "...and
Diviners were human radio receivers". As in

the photo, she would, "... stand quite still,

stretch out my [right] arm and turn up my
hand so that the palm and finger tips point

upwards ... [she slowly turned around] ...
When my hand gets into line with the oil,

water or mineral, I immediately feel as if I

had a little thread coming out of each finger,
connecting me with the deposit. This little
thread soon becomes a string and then
a rope and, unless I break the contact by
running my left hand down over my arm

and fingers, my arm will be nearly pulled out
of its socket." But one day, breaking with
procedure, she used her left hand to |ocate
a second field. Now with no hand left to
beak free, she was pulled in two directions,
which was both "frightening" and "agony".

continued overleaf...
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For relief, ". . . I threw myself flat on the earth

and dug my fingers into the soil, when I

could actually feel the force, or whatever it

was, discharging itself into the ground".

Leaving California, Evelyn ventured to
British Columbia (BC) in Canada. This was

to prove a particularly interesting adventure.

The region had been experiencing a

drought for the past seven years and many

famers were facing ruin. ln short time, she

persuaded the BC government to appoint

her the region's official Water-Diviner, an

area four times the size of Great Britain.

It was a good decision, as she was very

sensitive to water; when searching for her

first well, "...1 was nearlythrown off my

feet.. I can never stand over underground
water without being swung about and the
greater the amount of water the greater the

reaction." A companion noted, ". . . She is

like a terrier after a rat ... She never looks

where she's going, nor has any idea where

she is. "... She ... 'senses'the water and off

she goes." But it was in such a trance like

state, that she had a nearly lethal encounter,

when she came face to face with a black

bear. "The latter ... had got up on his hind

legs, as bears do before they attack. We
just stood and gaped at each other. ... Fora
few moments my fate hung in the balance,
as he towered above me" but foftunately,

the bear made off. Despite the dangers
of wild animals and other difficulties she

worked "... long hours in the scorching sun
" ... finding water for many poor farmers,
with only a few exceptions, she found
them some sort of supply, sometimes in

abundance. Eventually she over-worked
herself and Doctors thought she was going

to be dead within weeks. However plenty of
rest and "the ministrations of a remarkable
man a chiropractor", saved her life, but "it
was over a year before I could do more than
walk across a room".

Despite this, she was not without
her critics, and even today some
people continue to cast doubt on her

achievements.
Evelyn was a pioneer of map dowsing,

a rare art amongst dowsers at that time.
When using a pendulum over a map, she
let it behave however it liked. "lt goes for
the strongest stream and then behaves
...in a most extraordinary fashion, lt first
indicates a fairly straight line, showing the
direction of the strearn in the ground, which
I outline in pencil on the map. Then it starts
again, indicating all the meanderings of
the stream, which will cross the original

direction line a number of times." She would

check these "meanderings" repeatedly over
several days, and then marked the true
path of the stream, removing the original

straight line. The initial line was therefore a
"ghost" stream. (ln the dowsing literature,

streams are often detected as straight

lines, but is this a delusion, either through a

lack of sensitivity, or experience?) Dowsing

completed, the map would be given to a
qualified surveyor, who pegged out the

spots accurately on the ground. Finally,

the borer was invited in, but they had to
stick to the exact hole indicated by the

surveyor. Therefore, she warned, before
drilling, "... the diviner should always visit

the property and check the chosen spots
on the ground ..." (her italics). For instance,

in granite country where water is only found

in fissures in the rock, the width of a pencil

line on a map may be several inches on the
ground. She adds "When I was working for

the Government in British Columbia quite

80 per cent of the supplies which I found for

the settles were in granite." No mean feat!

Having located water, she could
accurately depth it and "sense" its purity.

"Water has a clean, fresh, mental reaction

when pure, and I feel as if all the veins in my

body were filled with little electric sparks,
gold in colour". However, for water that

was not fit to consume, "... I get the mental

impression that all the electric particles

are lead coloured, and I get a bad taste in

my mouth and a nasty smell in my nose."
"Water is the least tiring of all substances
to work for... and the least interesting".
Contrast this with Oil and gas. "Oil smells
and tastes so horrible" and "... lfeel my

veins were filled with thin silver-lead needles

about an inch long".

It was in British Columbia, where Evelyn

was first introduced to gold prospecting.

She would do more of this in her long

career, remarking that it was a kind oI
"intoxication". However, on this occasion,

the experience almost proved fatal. By virtue

of her reputation as a water diviner, she was

approached by the owner of a gold mine.

This had formally been yielding good gold,

but now the gold reef was faulted, and they

could not find it again, so could she find it?

Full of her spirit of adventure, she travelled
first to a stereotypical miner's town, full

of roughnecks, then after a gruelling trip

into the distant mountains by horse, she

arrived at the mine, employing some twenty

intimidating miners. "When [] entered [the
rooml there was a sudden silence and all

gazed at me as if I were some extraordinary
animal that had escaped from the zoo",

but she was soon accepted. Donning her

hat and bee veil, to keep of the swarms

of mosquitoes, she set about divining the

camp where the miners lived. lt was than

that, ". . .for no apparent reason I soon

began to feel alarmed. There was no sound
except the twittering of the birds and I told
myself not to be silly. But my uneasiness
persisted and grew worse... At last I

became petrified with fear". She concluded
that the mine had been cursed by the "Red

lndian tribes" and that "...l was surrounded
by a terrific force of evil". She now had the

difficult task of informing the mine owner of
the danger. He confirmed that the lndians

had lived nearby, and worked the same
mine, but he was incredulous to the point

of rage about the mine being cursed. She

stood her ground saying "... it is your men

who will be sick and will suffer accidents,
and you will get no gold. The gold belongs
to the Red lndians and the mine will ruin

you . . .".

Next day, something happened that
was to utterly change the owner's opinion.

He took her on a tour of the mine, some

distance away from the camp. On their
return, they somehow managed to get

lost in the forest, despite him being an

experienced "forester". She recounts how

they were surrounded by "...tall firs [that]
shut out the sun... the going was very

hard and the gloom intense. ... branches

smacked my face and twisted themselves

around my legs." They could easily perish

in the vast forest. After six hours of this, he

began hearing voices in his head. Thinking

he was going mad, she helped to compose
him by reciting the Lord's Prayer out load

as a mantra, and a few minutes later they

came upon a trail and their way out. The

following day he confessed, "...fancy
me being lost. .. [] have never been lost

before." "l was like a man walking in a fog

and I couldn't see properly either. ... And

then that voice calling, calling. " He was

beginning to believe that the mine really was

cursed. That very day in the mine a boy had

been badly injured. lt later transpired that

no more gold was ever found in the mine.

Many of the miners met with in.juries, and

the owner was nearly ruined. This was all

after Evelyn had left the mine, though her

trauma remained. Normally a good sleeper,
"...lwould awake screaming ... pursued

by fire or caught in a blazing forest...". This

continued until a Professor of Anthropology,
". . . with a profound knowledge of the Red

lndians and their curses and ceremonies",

discovered that the lndians who had worked
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the mine had been turned out by white
men and put in a Beserve. "So they cursed
the whites who set foot on the ground and
'sealed'the mine, so no one could get any
gold from it." Fortunately, the Professor
was also able to break the curse which had

attached to her. "But the cure took many
weeks, many curious ceremonies and much
earnest prayer to break it."

There are few accounts of such extreme
dowsing, working at the frontiers of the art.

At the French dowsing Congress (probably

1933), delegates were so impressed with
her abilities to perform device-less and map
dowsing, that she was proclaimed Maitre

Sourcier (Master Diviner), the first woman
ever to hold the title. While in contrast, on

one occasion a Canadian lndian, unable
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to comprehend that she was able to
correctly locate a spring from half a mile

away, attempted to drown the "witch"! She

observed afteruvards, "l am beginning to
think that divining is not only a very tiring
profession, but a very dangerous one as

well." But concluded, "l still look on divining

as the best gift the pixies gave me."

Sgt. AIfred Ablett VC, DCM - Dowsing for his
Unmarked Grave by Steve Dawson of Dowsing Anglia

I lfred Ablett (1830-

A ,agzr was born in
Fl*"yoread, suto,(
on the 3rd August 18i|0.
Little is known of his life in
Suffolk before he chose to
enlist with the Grenadier
Guards just prior to the
outbreak of hostilities in
the Crimea.

He was part of the 3rd

Battalion which was stationed
at the Siege and Capture
of Sebastopol during the

majority of 1855 and on 2nd September 1855, in the
trenches at Sebastopol, a burning shell fell into the
trench knocking Ablett off his feet.

He was covered in stones and gravel, but with quick

thinking, seized the shell in both hands with the burning
fuse, and threw it over the parapet. lt immediately
exploded as it touched the ground, but none of the

men were wounded. Ablett was promoted to Corporal
and then Sergeant after the events of that day.

He was awarded the Victoria Cross on 24th February

1857, one of the first recipients of the award. He was
personally presented with the medal at Hyde Park

on 26th June 1857 by Queen Victoria. He was also

awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal and a
gratuity of e5.

ln later life, Sergeant Ablett became an lnspector
of Police, at Millwall Docks, London. He died on 12th

March 1897 in Poplar, London, aged 66.
He was buried in an unmarked grave in St Andrew's

Churchyard, Weybread, Suffolk and his Victoria Cross
was sold at auction in London on 20th March 1903 for
e62. The medal is now held by the Grenadier Guards
BHQ, Wellington Barracks, London.

Saint Andrew's Church, Weybread Suffolk. 'Yellow Star' is the Unmarked
Grave's location near the West Gate.
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